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Abstract
We discuss N2-dominated leptogenesis in the presence of flavour dependent ef-
fects that have hitherto been neglected, in particular the off-diagonal entries of the
flavour coupling matrix that connects the total flavour asymmetries, distributed in
different particle species, to the lepton and Higgs doublet asymmetries. We derive
analytical formulae for the final asymmetry including the flavour coupling at the
N2-decay stage as well as at the stage of washout by the lightest right-handed neu-
trino N1. Moreover, we point out that in general part of the electron and muon
asymmetries (phantom terms), can completely escape the wash-out at the produc-
tion and a total B − L asymmetry can be generated by the lightest RH neutrino
wash-out yielding so called phantom leptogenesis. However, the phantom terms are
proportional to the initial N2 abundance and in particular they vanish for initial zero
N2-abundance. Taking any of these new effects into account can significantly modify
the final asymmetry produced by the decays of the next-to-lightest RH neutrinos,
opening up new interesting possibilities for N2-dominated thermal leptogenesis.
1 Introduction
Leptogenesis [1] is based on a popular extension of the Standard Model, where three
right-handed (RH) neutrinos NRi, with a Majorana mass term M and Yukawa couplings
h, are added to the SM Lagrangian,
L = LSM+ iNRiγµ∂µNRi−hαiℓLαNRiΦ˜− 1
2
MiN
c
RiNRi+h.c. (i = 1, 2, 3, α = e, µ, τ) .
(1)
After spontaneous symmetry breaking, a Dirac mass term mD = v h, is generated by the
vev v = 174 GeV of the Higgs boson. In the see-saw limit, M ≫ mD, the spectrum
of neutrino mass eigenstates splits in two sets: 3 very heavy neutrinos N1, N2 and N3,
respectively with masses M1 ≤ M2 ≤ M3, almost coinciding with the eigenvalues of M ,
and 3 light neutrinos with masses m1 ≤ m2 ≤ m3, the eigenvalues of the light neutrino
mass matrix given by the see-saw formula [2]
mν = −mD 1
M
mTD . (2)
Neutrino oscillation experiments measure two neutrino mass-squared differences. For
normal schemes one has m 23 − m 22 = ∆m2atm and m 22 − m 21 = ∆m2sol, whereas for in-
verted schemes one has m 23 − m 22 = ∆m2sol and m 22 −m 21 = ∆m2atm. For m1 ≫ matm ≡√
∆m2atm +∆m
2
sol = (0.050 ± 0.001) eV [3] the spectrum is quasi-degenerate, while for
m1 ≪ msol ≡
√
∆m2sol = (0.0088 ± 0.0001) eV [3] it is fully hierarchical (normal or in-
verted). The most stringent upper bound on the absolute neutrino mass scale comes from
cosmological observations. Recently, quite a conservative upper bound,
m1 < 0.2 eV (95%CL) , (3)
has been obtained by the WMAP collaboration combining CMB, baryon acoustic oscilla-
tions and supernovae type Ia observations [4].
The CP violating decays of the RH neutrinos into lepton doublets and Higgs bosons
at temperatures T & 100GeV generate a B − L asymmetry one third of which, thanks
to sphaleron processes, ends up into a baryon asymmetry that can explain the observed
baryon asymmetry of the Universe. This can be expressed in terms of the baryon-to-
photon number ratio and a precise measurement comes from the CMBR anisotropies
observations of WMAP [4],
ηCMBB = (6.2± 0.15)× 10−10 . (4)
The predicted baryon-to-photon ratio ηB is related to the final value of the (B − L)
asymmetry N fB−L by the relation
ηB ≃ 0.96× 10−2N fB−L , (5)
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where we indicate with NX any particle number or asymmetry X calculated in a portion of
co-moving volume containing one heavy neutrino in ultra-relativistic thermal equilibrium,
so that e.g. N eqN2(T ≫ M2) = 1.
If one imposes that the RH neutrino mass spectrum is strongly hierarchical, then there
are two options for successful leptogenesis. A first one is given by the N1-dominated sce-
nario, where the final asymmetry is dominated by the decays of the lightest RH neutrinos.
The main limitation of this scenario is that successful leptogenesis implies quite a restric-
tive lower bound on the mass of the lightest RH neutrino. Imposing independence of the
final asymmetry of the initial RH neutrino abundance and barring phase cancelations in
the see-saw orthogonal matrix entries the lower bound is given by [5, 6, 7]
M1 & 3× 109GeV . (6)
This implies in turn a lower bound Treh & 1.5× 109GeV on the reheating temperature as
well [8] 1. The lower bound Eq. (6) is typically not respected in models emerging from
grand unified theories. It has therefore been long thought that, within a minimal type I
see-saw mechanism, leptogenesis is not viable within these models [11].
There is however a second option [12], namely the N2-dominated leptogenesis scenario,
where the asymmetry is dominantly produced from the decays of the next-to-lightest RH
neutrinos. In this case there is no lower bound on the lightest RH neutrino mass M1.
Instead this is replaced by a lower bound on the next-to-lightest RH neutrino mass M2
that still implies a lower bound on the reheating temperature.
There are two necessary conditions for a successful N2-dominated leptogenesis scenario.
The first one is the presence of (at least) a third heavier RH neutrino N3 that couples
to N2 in order for the CP asymmetries of N2 not to be suppressed as ∝ (M1/M2)2. The
second necessary condition is to be able to circumvent the wash-out from the lightest
RH neutrinos. There is a particular choice of the see-saw parameters where these two
conditions are maximally satisfied. This corresponds to the limit where the lightest RH
neutrino gets decoupled, as in heavy sequential dominance, an example which we shall
discuss later. In this case the bound,M2 & 10
10GeV when estimated without the inclusion
of flavour effects, is saturated. In this limit the wash-out from the lightest RH neutrinos
is totally absent and the CP asymmetries of the N2’s are maximal.
In order to have successful N2-dominated leptogenesis for choices of the parameters
not necessarily close to this maximal case a crucial role is played by lepton flavour effects
[13]. If M1 ≪ 109GeV ≪ M2, as we will assume, then before the lightest RH neutrino
1For a discussion of flavour-dependent leptogenesis in the supersymmetric seesaw scenario and the
corresponding bounds on M1 and Treh, see [9, 10].
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wash-out is active, the quantum states of the lepton doublets produced by N2-decays get
fully incoherent in flavour space [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. In this way the lightest RH neutrino
wash-out acts separately on each flavour asymmetry and is then much less efficient [13] 2.
It has then been shown recently that within this scenario it is possible to have successful
leptogenesis within models emerging from SO(10) grand-unified theories with interesting
potential predictions on the low energy parameters [21]. Therefore, the relevance of the
N2-dominated scenario has been gradually increasing in the last years.
In this paper we discuss N2-dominated leptogenesis in the presence of flavour depen-
dent effects that have hitherto been neglected, in particular the off-diagonal entries of the
flavour coupling matrix that connects the total flavour asymmetries, distributed in differ-
ent particle species, to the lepton and Higgs doublet asymmetries. We derive analytical
formulae for the final asymmetry including the flavour coupling at the N2-decay stage as
well as at the stage of washout by the lightest RH neutrino N1. We point out that in
general part of the electron and muon asymmetries will completely escape the wash-out
at the production and a total B − L asymmetry can be generated by the lightest RH
neutrino wash-out yielding so called phantom leptogenesis. These contributions, that we
call phantom terms, introduce however a strong dependence on the initial conditions as
we explain in detail. Taking of all these new effects into account can enhance the final
asymmetry produced by the decays of the next-to-lightest RH neutrinos by orders of mag-
nitude, opening up new interesting possibilities for N2-dominated thermal leptogenesis.
We illustrate these effects for two models which describe realistic neutrino masses and
mixing based on sequential dominance.
The layout of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we discuss the
production of the asymmetry from N2-decays and its subsequent thermal washout at
similar temperatures. In section 3 we discuss three flavour projection and the wash-out
stage at lower temperatures relevant to the lightest RH neutrino mass. This is where
the asymmetry which survives from N2-decays and washout would typically be expected
to be washed out by the lightest RH neutrinos in a flavour independent treatment, but
which typically survives in a flavour-dependent treatment. This conclusion is reinforced
in the fuller flavour treatment here making N2 dominated leptogenesis even more relevant.
The fuller flavour effects of the N2-dominated scenario are encoded in a compact master
formula presented at the end of this section and partly unpacked in an Appendix. Section
4 applies this master formula to examples where the new effects arising from the flavour
2Notice that if M1 ≫ 109GeV and K1 ≫ 1 the wash-out from the lightest RH neutrino can be still
avoided thanks to heavy flavour effects [19, 20]. However, throughout this paper we will always consider
the case M1 ≪ 109GeV which is more interesting with respect to leptogenesis in grand-unified theories.
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couplings and phantom leptogenesis play a prominent role. We focus on examples where,
due to the considered effects, the flavour asymmetry produced dominantly in one flavour
can emerge as an asymmetry in a different flavour, a scenario we refer to as the flavour
swap scenario.
2 Production of the asymmetry from N2-decays and
washout
In the N2-dominated scenario, with M2 respecting the lower bound ofM2 & 10
10GeV and
M1 ≪ 109GeV, one has to distinguish two stages in the calculation of the asymmetry. In
a first production stage, at T ≃ TL ∼ M2, a B − L asymmetry is generated from the N2
decays. In a second wash-out stage, at T ∼ M1, inverse processes involving the lightest
RH neutrinos, the N1’s, become effective and wash-out the asymmetry to some level.
In the production stage, since we assume 1012GeV ≫ M2 ≫ 109GeV, the B − L
asymmetry is generated from the N2-decays in the so called two-flavour regime [14, 15, 16].
In this regime the τ -Yukawa interactions are fast enough to break the coherent evolution
of the tauon component of the lepton quantum states between a decay and the subsequent
inverse decay and light flavour effects have to be taken into account in the calculation of
the final asymmetry. On the other hand the evolution of the muon and of the electron
components superposition is still coherent.
If we indicate with |ℓ2〉 the quantum state describing the leptons produced by N2-
decays, we can define the flavour branching ratios giving the probability P2α that |ℓ2〉 is
measured in a flavour eigenstate |ℓα〉 as P2α ≡ |〈ℓα|ℓ2〉|2. Analogously, indicating with
|ℓ¯′2〉 the quantum state describing the anti-leptons produced by N2-decays, we can define
the anti-flavour branching ratios as P¯2α ≡ |〈ℓ¯α|ℓ¯′2〉|2. The tree level contribution is simply
given by the average P 02α = (P2α + P¯2α)/2. The total decay width of the N2’s can be
expressed in terms of the Dirac mass matrix as
Γ˜2 =
M2
8 π v2
(m†DmD)22 (7)
and is given by the sum Γ˜2 = Γ2+ Γ¯2 of the total decay rate into leptons and of the total
decay rate into anti-leptons respectively. The flavoured decay widths are given by
Γ˜2α =
M2
8 π v2
|mDα2|2 , (8)
and can be also expressed as a sum, Γ˜2α = Γ2α + Γ¯2α, of the flavoured decay rate into
leptons and of the flavoured total decay rate into anti-leptons respectively.
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Notice that the branching ratios can then be expressed in terms of the rates as P2α =
Γ2α/Γ2 and P¯2α = Γ¯2α/Γ¯2. The flavoured CP asymmetries for theN2-decays into α-leptons
(α = e, µ, τ) are then defined as
ε2α ≡ − Γ2α − Γ2α
Γ2 + Γ2
, (9)
while the total CP asymmetries as 3
ε2 ≡ − Γ2 − Γ¯2
Γ2 + Γ¯2
=
∑
α
ε2α . (10)
The three flavoured CP asymmetries can be calculated using [22]
ε2α =
3
16π(h†h)22
∑
j 6=2
{
Im
[
h⋆α2hαj(h
†h)2j
] ξ(xj)√
xj
+
2
3(xj − 1)Im
[
h⋆α2hαj(h
†h)j2
]}
, (11)
where xj ≡ (Mj/M2)2 and
ξ(x) =
2
3
x
[
(1 + x) ln
(
1 + x
x
)
− 2− x
1− x
]
. (12)
The tree-level branching ratios can then be expressed as
P 02α =
Γ˜2α
Γ˜2
+O(ε2) ≃ |mDα2|
2
(m†DmD)22
. (13)
Defining ∆P2α ≡ P2α − P¯2α, it will prove useful to notice that the flavoured asymmetries
can be decomposed as the sum of two terms 4 [15],
ε2α = P
0
2α ε2 −
∆P2α
2
, (14)
where the first term is due to an imbalance between the total number of produced leptons
and anti-leptons and is therefore proportional to the total CP asymmetry, while the second
3Notice that we define the total and flavoured CP asymmetries with a sign convention in such a way
that they have the same sign respectively of the produced B−L and ∆α asymmetries rather then of the
L and Lα asymmetries.
4The derivation is simple and can be helpful to understand later on phantom leptogenesis. If we write
P2α = P
0
2α +∆P2α/2 and P2α = P
0
2α −∆P2α/2, one has
ε2α = − P2α Γ2 − P¯2α Γ2
Γ2 + Γ2
= P 02α ε2α −
∆P2α
2
.
Notice that we are correcting a wrong sign in Ref. [7].
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originates from a different flavour composition of the lepton quantum states with respect
to the CP conjugated anti-leptons quantum states.
Sphaleron processes conserve the flavoured asymmetries ∆α ≡ B/3−Lα (α = e, µ, τ).
Therefore, the Boltzmann equations are particularly simple in terms of these quantities
[19]. In the two-flavour regime the electron and the muon components of |ℓ2〉 evolve
coherently and the wash-out from inverse processes producing the N2’s acts then on the
sum N∆γ ≡ N∆e + N∆µ . Therefore, it is convenient to define correspondingly P 02γ ≡
P 02e + P
0
2µ and ε2γ ≡ ε2e + ε2µ. More generally, any quantity with a subscript ‘γ’ has to
be meant as the sum of the same quantity calculated for the electron and for the muon
flavour component.
The asymmetry produced by the lightest and by the heaviest RH neutrino decays
is negligible since their CP asymmetries are highly suppressed with the assumed mass
pattern. The set of classic kinetic equations reduces then to a very simple one describing
the asymmetry generated by the N2-decays,
dNN2
dz2
= −D2 (NN2 −N eqN2) , (15)
dN∆γ
dz2
= ε2γ D2 (NN2 −N eqN2)− P 02γ W2
∑
α=γ,τ
C(2)γα N∆α , (16)
dN∆τ
dz2
= ε2τ D2 (NN2 −N eqN2)− P 02τ W2
∑
α=γ,τ
C(2)τα N∆α . (17)
where z2 ≡M2/T . The total B−L asymmetry can then be calculated as NB−L = N∆τ +
N∆γ . The equilibrium abundances are given by N
eq
N2
= z22 K2(z2)/2, where we indicated
with Ki(z2) the modified Bessel functions. Introducing the total decay parameter K2 ≡
Γ˜2(T = 0)/H(T = M2), the decay term D2 can be expressed as
D2(z2) ≡ Γ˜2
H z
= K2 z2
〈
1
γ
〉
, (18)
where 〈1/γ〉(z2) is the thermally averaged dilation factor and is given by the ratios
K1(z2)/K2(z2). Finally, the inverse decays wash-out term is given by
W2(z2) =
1
4
K2K1(z2) z32 . (19)
The total decay parameter K2 is related to the Dirac mass matrix by
K2 =
m˜2
m⋆
, where m˜2 ≡ (m
†
DmD)22
M2
(20)
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is the effective neutrino mass [23] and m⋆ is equilibrium neutrino mass defined by [8, 24]
m⋆ ≡
16 π5/2
√
g∗
3
√
5
v2
MPl
≃ 1.08× 10−3 eV. (21)
It will also prove convenient to introduce the flavoured effective neutrino masses m˜2α ≡
P 02α m˜2 and correspondingly the flavoured decay parameters K2α ≡ P 02αK2 = m˜2α/m⋆, so
that
∑
α m˜2α = m˜2 and
∑
αK2α = K2.
The flavour coupling matrix C [7, 9, 15, 19, 25, 26] relates the asymmetries stored in
the lepton doublets and in the Higgs bosons to the ∆α’s. It is therefore the sum of two
contributions,
Cαβ = C
ℓ
αβ + C
H
αβ , (22)
the first one connecting the asymmetry in the lepton doublets and the second connecting
the asymmetry in the Higgs bosons. Flavour dynamics couple because the generation
of a leptonic asymmetry into lepton doublets from Ni decays is necessarily accompanied
by a generation of a hypercharge asymmetry into the Higgs bosons and of a baryonic
asymmetry into quarks via sphaleron processes. The asymmetry generated into the lepton
doublets is moreover also redistributed to right handed charged particles. The wash-out
of a specific flavour asymmetry is then influenced by the dynamics of the asymmetries
stored in the other flavours because they are linked primarily through the asymmetry into
the Higgs doublets and secondarily through the asymmetry into quarks.
The condition of chemical equilibrium gives a constraint on the chemical potential
(hence number density asymmetry) of each such species. Solving for all constraints one
obtains the Cαβ explicitly. If we indicate with C
(2) the coupling matrix in the two-flavour
regime, the two contributions to the flavour coupling matrix are given by
C l(2) =
(
417/589 −120/589
−30/589 390/589
)
and Ch(2) =
(
164/589 224/589
164/589 224/589
)
, (23)
and summing one obtains
C(2) ≡
(
C
(2)
γγ C
(2)
γτ
C
(2)
τγ C
(2)
ττ
)
=
(
581/589 104/589
194/589 614/589
)
. (24)
A traditional calculation, where flavour coupling is neglected, corresponds to approximat-
ing the C-matrix by the identity matrix. In this case the evolution of the two flavour
asymmetries proceeds uncoupled and they can be easily worked out in an integral form
[7, 8, 27],
N∆α(z2) = N
in
∆α e
−P 02α
∫ z2
zin
2
dz′2 W2(z
′
2)
+ ε2α κ(z2;K2α) , (25)
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where the efficiency factors are given by
κ(z2;K2α) = −
∫ z2
zin2
dz′2
dNNi
dz′2
e
−P 02α
∫ z
z′
2
dz′′2 W2(z
′′
2 ) . (26)
We will neglect the first term due the presence of possible initial flavour asymmetries and
assume zin2 ≪ 1. The efficiency factors and therefore the asymmetries get frozen to a
particular value of the temperature given by TLα = M2/zB(K2α), where [28]
zB(K2α) ≃ 2 + 4K0.132α e−
2.5
K2α = O(1÷ 10) . (27)
Defining TL ≡ min(TLτ , TLγ), the total final B − L asymmetry at TL is then given by
NT∼TLB−L ≃ ε2γ κ(K2γ) + ε2τ κ(K2τ ) . (28)
Assuming an initial thermal N2-abundance, the final efficiency factors κ(K2α) ≡ κ(z2 =
∞, K2α) are given approximately by [7]
κ(K2α) ≃ 2
K2α zB(K2α)
[
1− exp
(
−1
2
K2α zB(K2α)
)]
. (29)
On the other hand, in the case of vanishing initial abundances 5 , the efficiency factors
are the sum of two different contributions, a negative and a positive one,
κf2α = κ
f
−(K2, P
0
2α) + κ
f
+(K2, P
0
2α) . (30)
The negative contribution arises from a first stage where NN2 ≤ N eqN2, for z2 ≤ zeq2 , and is
given approximately by
κf−(K2, P
0
2α) ≃ −
2
P 02α
e−
3piK2α
8
(
e
P02α
2
NN2 (zeq) − 1
)
. (31)
The N2-abundance at z
eq
2 is well approximated by the expression
NN2(z
eq
2 ) ≃ N(K2) ≡
N(K2)(
1 +
√
N(K2)
)2 , (32)
that interpolates between the limit K2 ≫ 1, where zeq2 ≪ 1 and NN2(zeq2 ) = 1, and the
limitK2 ≪ 1, where zeq2 ≫ 1 andNN2(zeq2 ) = N(K2) ≡ 3πK2/4. The positive contribution
arises from a second stage when NN2 ≥ N eqN2 , for z2 ≥ zeq2 , and is approximately given by
κf+(K2, P
0
2α) ≃
2
zB(K2α)K2α
(
1− e−
K2α zB(K2α)NN2
(zeq)
2
)
. (33)
5These analytical expressions reproduce very well the numerical results found in [9]. The difference is
at most 30% around K2α ≃ 1 and much smaller than 10% elsewhere.
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If flavour coupling is taken into account, we can still solve analytically eqs. (15) performing
the following change of variables(
N∆γ′
N∆τ ′
)
= U
(
N∆γ
N∆τ
)
, where U ≡
(
Uγ′γ Uγ′τ
Uτ ′γ Uτ ′τ
)
(34)
is the matrix that diagonalizes
P 02 ≡
(
P 02γ C
(2)
γγ P 02γ C
(2)
γτ
P 02τ C
(2)
τγ P 02τ C
(2)
ττ
)
, (35)
i.e. U P 02 U
−1 = diag(P 02γ′ , P
0
2τ ′). In these new variables the two kinetic equations for the
flavoured asymmetries decouple,
dN∆γ′
dz2
= ε2γ′ D2 (NN2 −N eqN2)− P 02γ′ W2N∆γ′ (36)
dN∆τ ′
dz2
= ε2τ ′ D2 (NN2 −N eqN2)− P 02τ ′ W2N∆τ ′ , (37)
where we defined (
ε2γ′
ε2τ ′
)
≡ U
(
ε2γ
ε2τ
)
. (38)
The solutions for the two N∆α′ are then still given by eq. (25) where, however, now
the ‘unprimed’ quantities have to be replaced with the ‘primed’ quantities and therefore
explicitly one has
NT∼TL∆γ′ ≃ ε2γ′ κ(K2γ′) , (39)
NT∼TL∆τ ′ ≃ ε2τ ′ κ(K2τ ′) .
Notice that the B − L asymmetry at T ∼ TL is still given by NT∼TLB−L = NT∼TL∆γ +NT∼TL∆τ .
The two N∆α ’s can be calculated from the two N∆α′ ’s using the inverse transformation(
NT∼TL∆γ
NT∼TL∆τ
)
= U−1
(
NT∼TL∆γ′
NT∼TL∆τ ′
)
, where U−1 ≡
(
U−1γγ′ U
−1
γτ ′
U−1τγ′ U
−1
ττ ′
)
. (40)
To study the impact of flavour coupling on the final asymmetry, we can calculate the ratio
R ≡
∣∣∣∣ NB−LNB−L|C=I
∣∣∣∣ (41)
between the asymmetry calculated taking into account flavour coupling, and the asym-
metry calculated neglecting flavour coupling, corresponding to the assumption C = I.
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If we want first to calculate the value of R at the production stage, we have to express
NT∼TLB−L in terms of the ‘unprimed’ quantities in eq. (39). This is quite easy for the K2α′ ,
since one has simply to find the eigenvalues of the matrix P 02 . Taking for simplicity the
approximation C
(2)
γγ ≃ C(2)ττ ≃ 1, and remembering that P 02γ + P 02τ = 1, one obtains
P 02γ′ ≃
1
2
(
1 +
√
(P 02γ − P 02τ )2 + 4C(2)γτ C(2)τγ P 02γ P 02τ
)
, (42)
P 02τ ′ ≃
1
2
(
1−
√
(P 02γ − P 02τ )2 + 4C(2)γτ C(2)τγ P 02γ P 02τ
)
. (43)
Notice that, both for α = τ and α = γ, one has P 02α′ ≃ P 02α + O(
√
C
(2)
γτ C
(2)
τγ ) if P2τ ≃
P 02γ ≃ 1/2 and P 02α′ ≃ P 02α+O(C(2)γτ C(2)τγ ) if P2τ ≪ P 02γ or vice-versa. Considering moreover
that, if K2α ≫ 1, one has approximately κ(K2α) ∼ 1/K1.22α , one can write
NT∼TL∆γ′ ≃ ε2γ′ κ(K2γ) , (44)
NT∼TL∆τ ′ ≃ ε2τ ′ κ(K2τ ) .
We have now to consider the effect of flavour coupling encoded in the primed CP asym-
metries. If these are re-expressed in terms of the unprimed CP asymmetries we can
obtain explicitly the flavour composition of the asymmetry generated at T ≃ TL plugging
eqs. (44) into eqs. (40),
NT∼TL∆γ = U
−1
γγ′ [Uγ′γ ε2γ + Uγ′τ ε2τ ] κ(K2γ) + U
−1
γτ ′ [Uτ ′γ ε2γ + Uτ ′τ ε2τ ] κ(K2τ ) , (45)
NT∼TL∆τ = U
−1
τγ′ [Uγ′γ ε2γ + Uγ′τ ε2τ ] κ(K2γ) + U
−1
ττ ′ [Uτ ′γ ε2γ + Uτ ′τ ε2τ ] κ(K2τ ) , (46)
NT∼TLB−L = N
T∼TL
∆γ
+NT∼TL∆τ . (47)
We can distinguish two different cases. The first one is for P 02τ ≃ P 02γ ≃ 1/2, implying
K2τ = K2γ = K2/2 and therefore κ(K2γ) = κ(K2τ ) = κ(K2/2). In this situation one can
see immediately that
NT∼TL∆γ ≃ ε2γ κ(K2/2) , and NT∼TL∆τ ≃ ε2τ κ(K2/2) . (48)
Therefore, barring the case ε2γ = −ε2τ , one has not only NT∼TLB−L ≃ NT∼TLB−L
∣∣
C=I
, implying
RT∼TL = 1, but even that the flavour composition is the same compared to a usual
calculation where flavour coupling is neglected. However, if ε2γ = −ε2τ , a more careful
treatment is necessary. From the eqs. (42) one finds P 02γ′ = (1 +
√
C
(2)
γτ C
(2)
τγ )/2 6= P 02τ ′ =
(1 −
√
C
(2)
γτ C
(2)
τγ )/2. This difference induced by the off-diagonal terms of the C(2) matrix
prevents an exact cancelation or at least it changes the condition where it is realized, an
effect that occurs also within N1 leptogenesis [29].
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Let us now see what happens on the other hand when either P 02τ or P
0
2γ is much smaller
than the other. This situation has not to be regarded as fine tuned, since it occurs quite
naturally for a random choice of the parameters. At the first order in the C(2) off-diagonal
terms, one has
U ≃
 1 C(2)γτ P 02γP 02γ−P 02τ
C
(2)
τγ
P 02τ
P 02τ−P
0
2γ
1
 , U−1 ≃
 1 −C(2)γτ P 02γP 02γ−P 02τ
−C(2)τγ P 02τP 02τ−P 02γ 1
 . (49)
Let us for definiteness assume that P 02τ ≪ P 02γ and that K2 ≫ 1 (this second condi-
tion also occurs for natural choices of the parameters). In this case one has necessarily
κ(K2τ )≫ κ(K2γ). We can therefore specify eqs. (47) writing approximately for the flavour
asymmetries in the two flavours,
NT∼TL∆γ ≃ ε2γ κ(K2γ)− C(2)γτ ε2τ κ(K2τ ) , (50)
NT∼TL∆τ ≃ ε2τ κ(K2τ ) , (51)
where we neglected all terms containing products either of two off-diagonal terms of C(2),
or of one off-diagonal term times κ(K2γ). We can therefore see that the total asymmetry
cannot differ much from the standard calculation,
NT∼TLB−L ≃ ε2γ κ(K2γ) + ε2τ κ(K2τ )− C(2)γτ ε2τ κ(K2τ ) , (52)
implying
RT∼TL ≃
∣∣∣∣1− C(2)γτ ε2τ κ(K2τ )ε2γ κ(K2γ) + ε2τ κ(K2τ )
∣∣∣∣ . (53)
This holds because the dominant contribution comes from the tauonic flavour asymmetry
that is not changed at first order. Notice by the way that since C
(2)
γτ > 0 and necessarily
ε2τ > 0, the effect of flavour coupling even produces a reduction of the total asymmetry
at T ∼ TL 6.
On the other hand the asymmetry in the sub-dominant flavour γ can be greatly en-
hanced since the quantity
RT∼TL∆γ ≡
∣∣∣∣∣∣ N
T∼TL
∆γ
NT∼TL∆γ
∣∣∣
C=I
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≃
∣∣∣∣1− C(2)γτ ε2τ κ(K2τ )ε2γ κ(K2γ)
∣∣∣∣ (54)
6This result differs from the one of [29] where, within N1 leptogenesis, the authors find an enhancement
instead of a reduction. This is simply explained by the fact that we are also accounting for the Higgs
asymmetry that determines the (correct) positive sign for C
(2)
γτ .
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can be in general much higher than unity. In this respect it is important to notice
that the assumption P 02τ ≪ P 02γ does not necessarily imply ε2τ ≪ ε2γ since ε2α .
10−6 (M2/10
10GeV)
√
P 02α. Notice also that if vice versa P
0
2γ ≪ P 02τ , then the τ flavour
asymmetry is sub-dominant and can be strongly enhanced.
There is a simple physical interpretation to the enhancement of the sub-dominant
flavoured asymmetry. This can be given in terms of the effect of tau flavour coupling
on the final γ asymmetry that is described by the off-diagonal terms of the C(2) matrix.
The dominant contribution to these terms comes from the Higgs asymmetry produced
in N2 → lα + φ† decays. Let us still assume for definiteness that P 02τ ≪ P 02γ and that
K2 ≫ 1. This implies that the γ asymmetry is efficiently washed-out and there is a
substantial equilibrium between decays and inverse processes.
On the other hand the τ asymmetry is weakly washed-out and for simplicity we can
think to the extreme case when is not washed-out at all (true for K2τ ≪ 1). An excess of
tau over γ asymmetry results in an excess of Higgs over γ asymmetry. This excess Higgs
asymmetry increases the inverse decays of ℓγ over the ℓ¯γ states (or vice versa, depending
on its sign) and ‘soaks up’ either more particle or more anti-particle states generating an
imbalance. Hence one can have RT∼TL∆γ ≫ 1 thanks to the dominant effect of the extra
inverse decay processes that ‘switch on’ when C 6= I.
This effect had been already discussed within N1-dominated leptogenesis [29]. Our
results, for the asymmetry at the production stage, are qualitatively similar though we also
took into account the dominant contribution to flavour coupling coming from the Higgs
asymmetry and we solved analytically the kinetic equations including flavour coupling
without any approximation. As we already noticed, quantitatively, the account of the
Higgs asymmetry produces important effects. For instance, when the Higgs asymmetry is
included, the results are quite symmetric under the interchange of P 02γ and P
0
2τ since the
total matrix C(2) is much more symmetrical than C l(2).
There is however a much more important difference in this respect between N2-
dominated and N1-dominated leptogenesis. While in the latter case a strong enhancement
of the sub-dominant flavoured asymmetry does not translate into a strong enhancement
of the final asymmetry, in the case of the N2-dominated scenario this becomes possible,
thanks to the presence of the additional stage of lightest RH neutrino wash-out, as we
discuss in the next section.
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3 Three flavour projection and the N1 wash-out stage
At T ∼ 109GeV the muon Yukawa interactions equilibrate as well. They are able to break
the residual coherence of the superposition of the muon and electron components of the
quantum states |ℓ2〉 and |ℓ¯′2〉 . Consequently, the ‘γ’ asymmetry becomes an incoherent
mixture of an electron and a muon component [18] and the three-flavour regime holds
[14, 15].
Therefore, for temperatures T ′ such that 109GeV ≫ T ′ ≫ M1, one has a situation
where the asymmetry in the tau flavour is still given by the frozen value produced at
T ∼ TL (cf. eq. (46)), whereas the asymmetries in the electron and in the muon flavours
have to be calculated splitting the γ-asymmetry produced at T ∼ TL (cf. eq. (45)) and
the result is
N∆δ(T
′) = pδ +
P 02δ
P 02γ
NT∼TL∆γ , (δ = e, µ) (55)
where the “phantom terms” pe and pµ, for an initial thermal N2-abundance N
in
N2
, are given
by
pδ =
(
ε2δ − P
0
2δ
P 02γ
ε2γ
)
N inN2 , (δ = e, µ) (56)
and one can easily check that pe + pµ = 0. Notice that, because of the presence of the
phantom terms, the electron and the muon components are not just proportional to ε2γ.
Let us show in detail how the result eq. (55) and the expression for the phantom terms
can be derived. The derivation is simplified if one considers the ∆δ asymmetry as the
result of two separate stages: first an asymmetry N⋆Lδ ends up, at the break of coherence,
into the δ lepton doublets and then it is flavour redistributed and sphaleron-converted
in a way that N∆δ = −N⋆Lδ . Actually part of the NLδ asymmetry gets redistributed and
sphaleron-converted immediately after having been produced. However, in our simplified
procedure, the notations is greatly simplified and the derivation made more transparent
but the final result does not change, since flavour redistribution and sphalerons conserve
the ∆δ asymmetries.
After these premises, we can say that the asymmetry in the δ lepton doublets at the
break of coherence is simply given by
N⋆Lδ = f2δN
T∼TL
ℓγ
− f¯2δ NT∼TLℓ¯γ , (57)
where f2δ ≡ |〈ℓδ|ℓ2γ〉|2 = P2δ/P2γ and f¯2δ ≡ |〈ℓδ|ℓ¯′2γ〉|2 = P¯2δ/P¯2γ. With some easy
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passages one can then write
N⋆Lδ =
1
2
(
f2δ − f¯2δ
) (
NT∼TLℓγ +N
T∼TL
ℓ¯γ
)
(58)
+
1
2
(
f2δ + f¯2δ
)
NT∼TLLγ (59)
= −pδ + 1
2
(
f2δ + f¯2δ
)
NT∼TLLγ , (60)
where in the last expression we introduced the phantom term
pδ = −1
2
(
f2δ − f¯2δ
) (
NT∼TLℓγ +N
T∼TL
ℓ¯γ
)
. (61)
Considering now that NT∼TLℓγ +N
T∼TL
ℓ¯γ
≃ P 02γ N inN2 and that, using first f2δ = P2δ/P2γ and
f¯2δ = P¯2δ/P¯2γ and then the eq. (14), one has
1
2
(
f2δ − f¯2δ
)
P 02γ ≃ −
(
ε2δ − P
0
2δ
P 02γ
ε2γ
)
(62)
1
2
(
f2δ + f¯2δ
)
=
P 02δ
P 02γ
, (63)
one finally finds
N⋆Lδ = −pδ +
P 02δ
P 02γ
NT∼TLLγ , (64)
where the phantom terms can be expressed in terms of the CP asymmetries as
pδ =
(
ε2δ − P
0
2δ
P 02γ
ε2γ
)
N inN2 . (65)
As a last step one has finally to take into account flavour redistribution and sphaleron
conversion so that the eq. (55) follows.
The phantom terms originate from the second contribution in eq. (14) to the flavoured
CP asymmetries. One can see indeed that if ∆P2e = ∆P2µ = 0, then pe = pµ = 0. On
the other hand, these terms do not vanish if the leptons and the anti-leptons produced
by the decays have a different flavour composition, such that at least one ∆P2δ 6= 0, even
when ε2γ = 0. In this particular case one can indeed see that pe = ε2e = −ε2µ = −pµ .
It should be noticed that, remarkably, the phantom terms are not washed-out at the
production. This happens because in this stage the e and µ components of the leptons
and anti-leptons quantum states are still in a coherent superposition. The phantom terms
originate from the components of the electron and muon asymmetries dependant only on
differences between the flavour compositions of the leptonic quantum states ℓ2γ and anti-
lepton quantum states ℓ¯′2γ. These cannot be washed-out by theN2 inverse processes, which
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can only act to destroy the part of the electron and muon asymmetries proportional to
ε2γ itself
7.
However, it should be also noticed that if one assumes an initial vanishingN2-abundance,
the phantom terms vanish. This happens because in this case they would be produced
during the N2 production stage with an opposite sign with respect to the decay stage
such that an exact cancelation would occur implying a vanishing final value 8. Therefore,
the phantom terms seem to introduce a strong dependence on the initial conditions in
N2-flavoured leptogenesis.
When finally the inverse processes involving the lightest RH neutrinos become active at
T ∼M1, the wash-out from the N1-decays acts separately on the three flavour components
of the total B − L asymmetry [13].
The wash-out from the lightest RH neutrinos is more efficient than the wash-out
from the next-to-lightest RH neutrinos since it is not balanced by any production and it
therefore acts on the whole produced asymmetry.
Taking into account the flavour coupling matrix, the set of kinetic equations describing
this stage is given by
dN∆α
dz1
= −P 01α
∑
β
C
(3)
αβ W
ID
1 N∆β , (α, β = e, µ, τ) (66)
where z1 ≡ M1/T and, more generally, all quantities previously defined for the N2’s can
be also analogously defined for the N1’s. In particular the P
0
1α’s, the K1α’s and W1 are
defined analogously to the P 02α, to the K2α’s and to W2 respectively.
The flavour coupling matrices in the three-flavour regime are given by
C l(3) =
 151/179 −20/179 −20/179−25/358 344/537 −14/537
−25/358 −14/537 344/537
 , Ch(3) =
 37/179 52/179 52/17937/179 52/179 52/179
37/179 52/179 52/179
 ,
7The name phantom is not meant to imply that the effect is non physical. It is simply justified by the
fact that the effect arises from terms which cancel and are therefore invisible (i.e. phantom-like) until
a possible wash-out from the N1 acts asymmetrically on the e and µ components (K1e 6= K1µ), which
renders the difference observable.
8This can be understood, for example, in the following way. An inverse decays of a lepton with an
Higgs, corresponds to the creation either of a state orthogonal to |ℓ2γ〉, that we indicate with |ℓ⊥2γ〉, or to
|ℓ¯′2γ〉, that we indicate with |ℓ¯
′
⊥
2γ 〉. Their flavour composition is given by |ℓ⊥2γ〉 = 〈ℓµ|ℓ2γ〉 |ℓe〉−〈ℓe|ℓ2γ〉 |ℓµ〉
and by |ℓ¯′⊥2γ 〉 = 〈ℓ¯µ|ℓ¯′2γ〉 |ℓ¯e〉 − 〈ℓ¯e|ℓ¯′2γ〉 |ℓ¯µ〉. Therefore, each inverse decay will produce, on average, an
electron and a muon asymmetry given respectively by ∆Lide = (f2µ − f¯2µ)/2 and ∆Lidµ = (f2e − f¯2e)/2,
opposite to those produced by one decay. Notice that only N2 inverse processes can produce such CP
violating orthogonal states with phantom terms exactly canceling with those in the lepton quantum states
produced from decays
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C(3) ≡
 C
(3)
ee C
(3)
eµ C
(3)
eτ
C
(3)
µe C
(3)
µµ C
(3)
µτ
C
(3)
τe C
(3)
τµ C
(3)
ττ
 =
 188/179 32/179 32/17949/358 500/537 142/537
49/358 142/537 500/537
 .
If flavour coupling is neglected both at the production in the two-flavour regime (corre-
sponding to the approximation C(2) = I) and in the lightest RH neutrino wash-out in the
three-flavour regime (corresponding to the approximation C(3) = I), the final asymmetry
is then given by [21, 31]
N fB−L =
∑
α
Nf∆α
=
∑
δ=e,µ
[
pδ +
P 02δ
P 02γ
ε2γ κ(K2γ)
]
e−
3pi
8
K1δ + ε2τ κ(K2τ ) e
− 3pi
8
K1τ . (67)
It is interesting that, even though K1 ≫ 1, there can be a particular flavour α with at
the same time 1 ≃ K1α ≪ K1 and a sizeable ε2α = O(10−5 − 10−6). In this case the final
asymmetry is dominated by this particular α-flavour contribution, avoiding the lightest
RH neutrino wash-out, and can reproduce the observed asymmetry. Therefore, thanks to
flavour effects, one can have successful leptogenesis even for K1 ≫ 1, something otherwise
impossible in the unflavoured regime [13, 21, 31].
Let us now comment on the phantom terms pδ and on the conditions for them to
be dominant so that a scenario of ‘phantom leptogenesis’ is realized. First of all let
us importantly recall that we are assuming zero pre-existing asymmetries. Under this
assumption the phantom terms would be present only for a non zero initial N2 abundance
while they would vanish if an initial vanishing N2 abundance is assumed.
A condition for phantom leptogenesis is then
|pδ| ≫
∣∣∣∣P 02δP 02γ ε2γ κ(K2γ)
∣∣∣∣ and K1δ . 1 , (68)
either for δ = e or for δ = µ or for both. In this situation the final asymmetry will
be dominated by that part of the electron-muon asymmetries that escape the wash-out
at the production thanks to the quantum coherence during the two flavour regime. A
first obvious condition is pδ 6= 0. Another condition is to have K2γ ≫ 1 since otherwise
the phantom terms are not crucial to avoid the wash-out at the production that would
be absent anyway. Another necessary condition for the phantom leptogenesis scenario
to hold is that either K1e . 1 or K1µ . 1, otherwise both the electron and the muon
asymmetries, escaping the wash-out at the production, are then later on washed-out by
the lightest RH neutrino wash-out processes. However, as we will see, this condition is
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not necessary when the flavour coupling at the lightest RH neutrino wash-out stage is
also taken into account.
Conversely a condition for ‘non-phantom leptogenesis’ relies on the following possi-
bilities: either an initial vanishing N2 abundance, or pδ ≃ 0, or K2γ ≪ 1, or that both
K1e ≫ 1 and K1µ ≫ 1. Again this third condition seems however not to be sufficient to
avoid the appearance of phantom terms in the expression of the final asymmetry when
the flavour coupling at the lightest RH neutrino wash-out stage is also taken into account.
Therefore, it should be noticed that the effects of flavour coupling and of phantom terms
cannot be easily disentangled. Notice that a last condition for non-phantom leptogenesis
is exp[−3 πK1e/8] ≃ exp[−3 πK1µ/8], since in this case the two terms would continue to
cancel with each other even after the lightest RH neutrino wash-out. In the Appendix B
we report a description of phantom leptogenesis within a density matrix formalism [37]
arriving to the same conclusions and results.
In the following we will focus on the effects induced by flavour coupling, also in trans-
mitting the phantom terms from the electron and muon flavours to the tauon flavour.
Let us now see how the eq. (67) gets modified when flavour coupling is taken into
account (only) at the production. In this case one has
N fB−L = N
T∼TL
∆e
e−
3pi
8
K1e +NT∼TL∆µ e
− 3pi
8
K1µ +NT∼TL∆τ e
− 3pi
8
K1τ , (69)
where NT∼TL∆e , N
T∼TL
∆µ
and NT∼TL∆τ are given by eqs. (47) and (55). In the specific case
when P 02τ ≪ P 02γ , the eqs. (47) specialize into eqs. (50) and (51) and we can therefore
write
N fB−L =
(
pe +
P 02e
P 02γ
[
ε2γ κ(K2γ)− C(2)γτ ε2τ κ(K2τ )
])
e−
3pi
8
K1e + (70)(
pµ +
P 02e
P 02γ
[
ε2γ κ(K2γ)− C(2)γτ ε2τ κ(K2τ )
])
e−
3pi
8
K1µ +
ε2τ κ(K2τ ) e
− 3pi
8
K1τ .
Let us finally also examine the changes induced by flavour coupling in the description
of the lightest RH neutrino wash-out stage in the three-flavour regime, removing the
approximation C(3) = I. One can see from eqs. (66), that the wash-out acts in a coupled
way on the three-flavour components of the asymmetry. An exact analytical solution can
be obtained applying again the same procedure as in the two flavour regime. If we define
P 01 ≡
 P
0
1e C
(3)
ee P 01e C
(3)
eµ P 01eC
(3)
eτ
P 01µ C
(3)
µe P 01µC
(3)
µµ P 01µC
(3)
µτ
P 01τ C
(3)
τe P 01τ C
(3)
τµ P 01τ C
(3)
ττ
 , (71)
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the set of kinetic equations can be recast in a compact matrix form as
d ~N∆
dz1
= −W1 P 01 ~N∆ , (72)
where ~N∆ ≡ (N∆e , N∆µ, N∆τ ). If we perform the change of variables
~N∆′′ = V ~N∆ , where V ≡
 Ve′′e Ve′′µ Ve′′τVµ′′e Vµ′′µ Vµ′′τ
Vτ ′′e Vτ ′′µ Vτ ′′τ
 (73)
is the matrix that diagonalizes P 01 , i.e. V P
0
1 V
−1 = P 01′′ ≡ diag(P 01e′′ , P 01µ′′ , P 01τ ′′) and
~N∆′′ ≡ (N∆e′′ , N∆µ′′ , N∆τ ′′ ), the kinetic equations for the flavoured asymmetries decouple
and can be written as
d ~N∆′′
dz1
= −W1 P 01′′ ~N∆′′ . (74)
The solution in the new variables is now given straightforwardly by
~N f∆′′ =
(
NT∼TL∆e′′ e
− 3pi
8
K1e′′ , NT∼TL∆µ′′ e
− 3 pi
8
K1µ′′ , NT∼TL∆τ ′′ e
− 3pi
8
K1τ ′′
)
, (75)
where K1α′′ ≡ P 01α′′ K1. Applying the inverse transformation, we can then finally obtain
the final flavoured asymmetries
~N f∆ = V
−1 ~N f∆′′ , with V
−1 ≡
 V
−1
ee′′ V
−1
µe′′ V
−1
τe′′
V −1eµ′′ V
−1
µµ′′ V
−1
τµ′′
V −1eτ ′′ V
−1
µτ ′′ V
−1
ττ ′′
 , (76)
or explicitly for the single components
N f∆α =
∑
α′′
V −1αα′′
[
NT∼TLα′′ e
− 3pi
8
K1α′′
]
=
∑
α′′
V −1αα′′ e
− 3pi
8
K1α′′
[∑
β
Vα′′β N
T∼TL
∆β
]
, (77)
where the NT∼TL∆β ’s are given by eqs. (45), (46) and (55). This equation is the general
analytical solution and should be regarded as the “master equation” of the paper. It can
be immediately checked that taking U = V = I one recovers the standard solution given
by eq. (67). In the Appendix we recast it in an extensive way for illustrative purposes.
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4 Examples for strong impact of flavour coupling
The general solution of eq. (77), with approximate analytical solutions for U and V
plugged in, is of course rather lengthy and its physical implications are difficult to see.
To make eq. (77) more easily accessible we partly unpack it in the Appendix. In order to
better understand whether it can yield results significantly different from those obtained
by eq. (67), we will now specialize it to some interesting specific example cases that
will highlight the possibility of strong deviations from the case when flavour coupling is
neglected, i.e., of Rf (cf. (41)) values significantly different from unity. The scenario
we will consider in the following, and which will be useful to illustrate the possibility of
large impact of flavour coupling effects, will be referred to as the “flavour-swap scenario”.
Notice that in general the phantom terms have to be taken into account and we have
therefore included them. However, these can be always thought to vanish in the case of
initial vanishing abundance.
4.1 Simplified formulae in the “Flavour-swap scenario”
In the “flavour-swap scenario” the following situation is considered: Out of the two
flavours e and µ, one has K1δ . 1 (where δ can be either e or µ). The other flavour
will be denoted by β, so if δ = e then β = µ or vice versa. For K1β we will assume that
K1β ∼ K1τ ∼ K1 ≫ 1, such that asymmetries in the β ′′ as well as in the τ ′′ flavours
will be (almost) completely erased by the exponential N1 washout. The only asymmetry
relevant after N1 washout will be the one in the flavour δ
′′.
Obviously, this already simplifies eq. (77) significantly. Now one has, similarly to what
happened before with the K1α′ , that K1δ′′ = K1δ (1+O(C(3)α6=β)3) ≃ K1δ. At the same time
K1β(τ)′′ = K1β(τ) (1 + O(C(3)α6=β)) and therefore K1β(τ)′′ ∼ K1 ≫ 1. This implies that in
eq. (77)) only the terms with α′′ = δ′′ survive , while the terms with α′′ = β ′′, τ ′′ undergo
a strong wash-out from the lightest RH neutrino inverse processes and can be neglected.
Therefore, if we calculate the final flavoured asymmetries and make the approximation
exp(−3πK1δ/8) ≃ 1, from the general eq. (A.3) we can write
N f∆β ≃ V −1βδ′′ Vδ′′β NT∼TL∆β + V −1βδ′′ Vδ′′δNT∼TL∆δ + V −1βδ′′ Vδ′′τ NT∼TL∆τ , (78)
N f∆δ ≃ V −1δδ′′ Vδ′′βNT∼TL∆β + V −1δδ′′ Vδ′′δ NT∼TL∆δ + V −1δδ′′ Vδ′′τ NT∼TL∆τ , (79)
N f∆τ ≃ V −1τδ′′ Vδ′′β NT∼TL∆β + V −1τδ′′ Vδ′′δNT∼TL∆δ + V −1τδ′′ Vδ′′τ NT∼TL∆τ , (80)
At the production, for the three NT∼TL∆α ’s, we assume the conditions that led to the
eqs. (50), (51) and (55), i.e. P 02τ ≪ P 02γ (notice again that one could also analogously
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consider the opposite case P 02τ ≪ P 02γ) and K2 ≫ 1, implying κ(K2γ)≪ 1. The matrices
V and V −1, whose entries are defined by the eqs. (73) and (76) respectively, at the first
order in the C(3) off-diagonal terms, are given by
V ≃

1 C
(3)
eµ −C(3)eτ P 01eP 01τ
−C(3)µe P
0
1µ
P 01e
1 −C(3)µτ P
0
1µ
P 01τ
C
(3)
τe C
(3)
τµ 1
 , V −1 ≃

1 −C(3)eµ C(3)eτ P 01eP 01τ
C
(3)
µe
P 01µ
P 01e
1 C
(3)
µτ
P 01µ
P 01τ
−C(3)τe −C(3)τµ 1
 . (81)
Therefore, we find for the three N f∆α’s
N f∆β ≃ −C
(3)
βδ C
(3)
δβ
P 01δ
P 01β
NT∼TL∆β − C
(3)
βδ N
T∼TL
∆δ
+ C
(3)
βδ C
(3)
δτ
P 01δ
P 01τ
NT∼TL∆τ (82)
≃ −C(3)βδ
{
pδ +
P 02δ
P 02γ
[
ε2γκ(K2γ)− C(2)γτ ε2τ κ(K2τ )
]}
,
N f∆δ ≃ −C
(3)
δβ
P 01δ
P 01β
NT∼TL∆β +N
T∼TL
∆δ
− C(3)δτ
P 01δ
P 01τ
NT∼TL∆τ (83)
≃ pδ + P
0
2δ
P 02γ
[
ε2γκ(K2γ)− C(2)γτ ε2τ κ(K2τ )
]− C(3)δτ P 01δP 01τ ε2τ κ(K2τ ) ,
N f∆τ ≃ C(3)τδ C(3)δβ
P 01δ
P 01β
NT∼TL∆β − C
(3)
τδ N
T∼TL
∆δ
− C(3)τδ C(3)δτ
P 01δ
P 01τ
NT∼TL∆τ (84)
≃ −C(3)τδ
{
pδ +
P 02δ
P 02γ
[
ε2γκ(K2γ)− C(2)γτ ε2τ κ(K2τ )
]}
.
The total final asymmetry is then given by the sum of the flavoured asymmetries. It can
be checked that if flavour coupling is neglected (C(2) = C(3) = I), then one obtains the
expected result
N fB−L ≃ NT∼TL∆δ = pδ +
P 02δ
P 02γ
ε2γκ(K2γ) , (85)
corresponding to an asymmetry produced in the flavour δ, i.e. in the only flavour that
survives washout by the lightest RH neutrino.
However, taking into account flavour coupling, new terms arise and the final asymme-
try can be considerably enhanced. More explicitly, we have approximately
N fB−L ≃
(
1− C(3)βδ − C(3)τδ
){
pδ +
P 02δ
P 02γ
[
ε2γκ(K2γ)− C(2)γτ ε2τ κ(K2τ )
]}−C(3)δτ P 01δP 01τ ε2τ κ(K2τ ) ,
(86)
where P 01δ/P
0
1τ = K1δ/K1τ and where we have neglected all terms that contain the product
either of two or more off-diagonal terms of the coupling matrix, or of one or more off-
diagonal term with κ(K2γ)≪ 1.
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From eq. (86) one can readily see examples for strong enhancement of the asymmetries
due to flavour coupling, i.e. conditions under which Rf ≫ 1. In particular, if κ(K2γ) ε2γ ≪
κ(K2τ ) ε2τ then one of the two additional terms in eq. (86), only present due to flavour
coupling, can dominate the produced final asymmetry and Rf ≫ 1 results. We will now
discuss these two cases in more detail and give examples for classes of models, consistent
with the observed neutrino masses and mixings, where they are relevant. We want first
to notice a few general things.
First, since the flavoured asymmetries are upper bounded by [30]
|ε2α| . εmax2α ≡ 10−6
M2
1010GeV
√
P2α
m3
matm
, (87)
the condition κ(K2γ) ε2γ ≪ κ(K2τ ) ε2τ does not introduce further great restrictions com-
pared to K2τ ≪ K2γ. Second, from the eq. (86) one can see that a reduction of the
final asymmetry from flavour coupling is also possible because of a possible sign cance-
lation among the different terms (in addition to a small reduction from the pre-factor
1 − C(3)βδ − C(3)τδ ). However, a strong reduction occurs only for a fine tuned choice of the
parameters. Let us say that this sign cancelation introduced by flavour coupling changes
the condition for the vanishing of the final asymmetry that is not anymore simply given
by ε2γ = 0.
It should indeed be noticed that now for ε2γ = 0 the asymmetry in the flavour γ (or
vice-versa the asymmetry in the flavour τ if ε2τ = 0 and K2τ ≫ K2γ) does not vanish
in general. This can be seen directly from the kinetic equations (cf. eq.(15)), where if
ε2γ = 0 an asymmetry generation can be still induced by the wash-out term that actually
in this case behaves rather like a wash-in term. If we we focus on the Higgs asymmetry,
we can say that this wash-in effect is induced by a sort of thermal contact between the
flavour γ and τ , in a way that the departure from equilibrium in the flavour τ induces a
departure from equilibrium in the flavour γ as well.
• Case A: Enhancement from flavour coupling at N2 decay
Let us assume κ(K2γ) ≪ κ(K2τ ) and in addition P 01δ/P 01τ = K1δ/K1τ ≪ 1. Then
the first and third terms in eq. (86) dominate and we can estimate
N fB−L ≃ pδ − C(2)γτ
P 02δ
P 02γ
ε2τ κ(K2τ ) . (88)
In this case the final asymmetry is dominated by two terms that, for different rea-
sons, circumvent the strong wash-out of the γ component. The first term in eq. (88)
is the phantom term pδ that escapes the wash-out since it was ‘hidden’ within the
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Figure 1: Contour plots of R (cf. eq (41)) in the flavour swap scenario for K1τ , K1e ≫ 1,
K1µ . 1, K2e = K2µ. The latter condition implies that the last term in the eq. (86) is
negligible. Left panel: |ε2µ| = εmax2µ ; right panel: |ε2µ| = 0.1 εmax2µ (cf. eq. (87)). In both
panels ε2τ = ε
max
2τ and ε2µ/ε2τ > 1.
coherent γ lepton combination of an electron and a muon component. From this
point of view it should be noticed that since the lightest RH neutrino wash-out acts
only on the δ flavour but not on the β flavour, it has the remarkable effect to destroy
the cancelation between the two phantom terms pδ and pβ having as a net effect the
creation of B−L asymmetry, a completely new effect. The second term in eq. (88)
is what we have seen already: because of flavour coupling at the production, the
large asymmetry in the τ flavour necessarily induces an asymmetry in the γ flavour
as well. Notice that there is no model independent reason why one of the two terms
should dominate over the other.
In order to show more clearly the conditions for this case to be realized, we have
plotted in the Fig. 1 the R iso-contour lines (cf. eq (41)) in the plane (K2γ, K2τ ). We
have fixed K1µ . 1, K1e, K1τ ≫ 1, so that only the muonic asymmetry survives the
lightest RH neutrino wash-out. We have also set K2µ/K2γ = 1/2 ≫ K1µ/K1τ , so
that the last term in the eq. (86) can be neglected. Concerning the CP asymmetries,
in the left panel we have set ε2γ = ε
max
2γ and ε2τ = ε
max
2τ . One can see that in this
case the enhancement of the asymmetry becomes relevant when K2γ ≫ K2τ but for
K2γ . 100 (a reasonable maximum value), it cannot be higher than about R ≃ 2.5.
Notice that, since we choose ε2γ/ε2τ > 1, a reduction is also possible due to a
cancelation of the traditional term and of the new term due to flavour coupling. In
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the right panels we have set ε2γ = 0.1 ε
max
2γ and this time one can see how R can be
as large as one order of magnitude. This shows that for εγ → 0 the enhancement
can be arbitrarily large.
• Case B: Enhancement from flavour coupling at N1 washout
Another interesting case is when κ(K2γ) ≪ κ(K2τ ) and in addition P 02δ/P 02γ ≪
P 01δ/P
0
1τ . In this case the first and fourth terms in eq. (86) dominate and we obtain
approximately
N fB−L ≃ pδ − C(3)δτ
P 01δ
P 01τ
ε2τ κ(K2τ ) . (89)
We can see that again we have the phantom term avoiding the wash-out at the production
and a second term arising from the flavour coupling at the wash-out by N1. We note that
this term is not even proportional to the flavoured asymmetry ε2δ and is just due to
the fact that thanks to flavour coupling the wash-out of the large tauonic asymmetry
produced at T ∼ TL has as a side effect a departure from thermal equilibrium of the
processes N1 ↔ le + φ†, l¯e + φ. This can be understood easily again in terms of the
Higgs asymmetry that connects the dynamics in the two flavours. It is quite amusing
that thanks to flavour coupling an electron asymmetry is generated even without explicit
electronic CP violation.
Also for this case B, we have plotted, in the Fig. 2, the R iso-contour lines (cf. eq (41))
in the plane (K2γ , K2τ ). We have set K1e . 1 while K1µ, K1τ ≫ 1, so that now only the
electron asymmetry survives the lightest RH neutrino wash-out. Moreover this time we
have set K2e/K2γ ≪ K1e/K1τ so that the last term in the eq. (86) becomes dominant
and the case B is realized. For the CP asymmetries, as before, in the left panel we
fixed ε2γ = ε
max
2γ while in the right panel ε2γ = 0.1 ε
max
2γ and in both cases ε2τ = ε
max
2τ .
Now the enhancement of the final asymmetry R is ≫ 1 in both cases, simply because
the traditional term is this time suppressed by K2e/K2γ ≪ 1. This means that after
the decoherence of the γ lepton quantum states, there is a negligible asymmetry in the
electron flavour. However, at the lightest RH neutrino wash-out, an electron asymmetry
is generated thanks to flavour coupling.
4.2 Example for Case A within Heavy Sequential Dominance
To find realistic examples where the two cases A and B with strong impact of flavour
coupling are realised, we will now consider classes of models with so-called sequential
dominance (SD) [32, 33, 34, 35] in the seesaw mechanism. To illustrate case A, we may in
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Figure 2: Contour plots of R (cf. eq (41)) in the flavour swap scenario for K1τ , K1µ ≫ 1,
K1e . 1, K2e/K2µ ≪ K1e/K1τ . The last condition implies that the last term in the
eq. (86) dominates. Left panel: ε2µ = ε
max
2µ ; right panel: ε2µ = 0.1 ε
max
2µ (cf. eq. (87)). In
both panels ε2τ = ε
max
2τ and ε2µ/ε2τ > 1.
particular consider a sub-class called heavy sequential dominance (HSD). To realise case
A within HSD, in eq. (86) and eq. (88) we assign flavours δ = µ and β = e.
To understand how heavy sequential dominance works, we begin by writing the RH
neutrino Majorana mass matrix MRR in a diagonal basis as
MRR =
MC 0 00 MB 0
0 0 MA
 , (90)
where we have ordered the columns according to MRR = diag(M1,M2,M3) where M1 <
M2 < M3. In this basis we write the neutrino (Dirac) Yukawa matrix λν in terms of (1, 3)
column vectors Ci, Bi, Ai as
λν =
(
C B A
)
, (91)
in the convention where the Yukawa matrix is given in left-right convention. The Dirac
neutrino mass matrix is then given by mνLR = λνvu. The term for the light neutrino
masses in the effective Lagrangian (after electroweak symmetry breaking), resulting from
integrating out the massive right handed neutrinos, is
Lνeff =
(νTi Ai)(A
T
j νj)v
2
MA
+
(νTi Bi)(B
T
j νj)v
2
MB
+
(νTi Ci)(C
T
j νj)v
2
MC
(92)
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where νi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the left-handed neutrino fields. heavy sequential dominance
(HSD) then corresponds to the third term being negligible, the second term subdominant
and the first term dominant:
AiAj
MA
≫ BiBj
MB
≫ CiCj
MC
. (93)
In addition, we shall shortly see that small θ13 and almost maximal θ23 require that
|A1| ≪ |A2| ≈ |A2|. (94)
We identify the dominant RH neutrino and Yukawa couplings as A, the subdominant ones
as B, and the almost decoupled (subsubdominant) ones as C.
Working in the mass basis of the charged leptons, we obtain for the lepton mixing
angles:
tan θ23 ≈ |A2||A3| , (95a)
tan θ12 ≈ |B1|
c23|B2| cos φ˜2 − s23|B3| sin φ˜3
, (95b)
θ13 ≈ eiφ˜4 |B1|(A
∗
2B2 + A
∗
3B3)
[|A2|2 + |A3|2]3/2
MA
MB
+
eiφ˜5 |A1|√|A2|2 + |A3|2 , (95c)
where the phases do not need to concern us.
The neutrino masses are:
m3 ≈ (|A2|
2 + |A3|2)v2
MA
, (96a)
m2 ≈ |B1|
2v2
s212MB
, (96b)
m1 ≈ O(|C|2v2/MC) . (96c)
Tri-bimaximal mixing corresponds to:
|A1| = 0, (97)
|A2| = |A3|, (98)
|B1| = |B2| = |B3|, (99)
A†B = 0. (100)
This is called constrained sequential dominance (CSD).
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For N2 leptogenesis, the flavour specific decay asymmetries are ε2α where the leading
contribution comes from the heavier RH neutrino of mass MA = M3 in the loop which
may be approximated via eq. (11) as:
ε2α ≈ − 3
16πv2
M2
M3
1
B†B
Im
[
B∗α(B
†A)Aα
]
. (101)
Clearly the asymmetry vanishes in the case of CSD due to eq. (100) and so in the follow-
ing we shall consider examples which violate CSD. The mixing angles are given by the
following estimates:
tan θ23 ∼ A2
A3
∼ 1, tan θ12 ∼
√
2B1
B2 +B3
∼ 1√
2
, θ13 ∼ A1√
2A2
∼ r√
2
. (102)
Suppose we parametrize the Yukawa couplings consistent with these mixing angles as:
A2 = A3, A1 = r A2, B3 = q B2, B1 =
1
2
(1 + q)B2 (103)
where r < 1 is related to θ13 and θ12 via eq. (102), then we find,
ε2µ ≈ − 3
16πv2
M2m3, ε2τ ≈ q ε2µ, ε2e ≈ r
2
ε2µ. (104)
The flavoured effective neutrino masses m˜2α, m˜1α are given by:
m˜2α =
|Bα|2v2
MB
∼ m2 , m˜1α = |Cα|
2v2
MC
∼ m1 . (105)
Neutrino oscillation experiments tell us that r < 1 is small (here we shall assume r ∼ 0.2
as a specific example consistent with current experimental results) and we find
K2µ =
m˜2µ
m⋆
∼ m2
m⋆
∼ 10, K2e ∼ (1 + q)
2
4
K2µ, K2τ ∼ q2K2µ, (106)
which allows strong washout for K2γ (γ = µ+e) with weak washout for K2τ . By assuming
that C1, C2 ≪ C3 we have,
K1τ =
m˜1τ
m⋆
∼ 10 m1
m2
, K1e, K1µ ≪ K1τ (107)
which allows for strong washout for K1τ (at least if m1 ∼ m2) with weak washouts for
K1e, K1µ.
Thus, without flavour coupling and phantom terms, we would have strong (exponen-
tial) N1 washout for K1τ ∼ 10, with negligible N1 washout for K1e, K1µ < 1. Since
ε2e ≈ r2ε2µ ∼ 0.1ε2µ we may neglect ε2e and then we find that the term proportional to
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ε2γ κ(K2γ) is strongly washed out since K2γ ∼ 10. Therefore, without flavour coupling
and phantom effects, N fB−L would tend to be small in this scenario.
While, allowing for the effects of flavour redistribution and including the phantom
term, we find (cf. eq. (88)),
N fB−L ∼ pµ +
K2µ
K2γ
ε2γ κ(K2γ)− K2µ
K2γ
C(2)γτ ε2τ κ(K2τ ) . (108)
Since K2µ/K2γ ≃ 4/(5 + 2 q) and pµ ≃ [(1 + 2q)/(5 + 2q)]ε2µN inN2 , then we have
N fB−L ∼
1 + 2q
5 + 2q
ε2µN
in
N2 +
4
4 + (1 + q)2
[
ε2γ κ(K2γ)− C(2)γτ ε2τ κ(K2τ )
]
, (109)
where K2τ ∼ q2K2µ ∼ 10 q2 leads to only weak wash out with ε2µ ∼ − 316πv2M2m3
being large. Notice that there is a partial cancelation of the two terms but this is just
depending on the particular choice of values for r and q and on N inN2 . This is an example,
consistent with neutrino data, where N fB−L would be very small without flavour coupling
and phantom term, but will be quite large including the two effects that both produce a
large contribution. If we indeed, for definiteness, assume N inN2 = 0 and q ∼ 0.5 such that
K2τ ∼ 1 corresponding to κ(K2τ ) ≃ 0.3, then we find for R (cf. eq (41))
R ≃
∣∣∣∣1− C(2)γτ κ(K2τ )κ(K2γ) ε2 τε2γ
∣∣∣∣ . (110)
In Fig. (3) we plotted R as a function of q = ε2τ/ε2µ. One can see that this example
realizes a specific case of the general situation shown in the left panel of Fig. 1. In
particular, one can see that there can be a relevant suppression for positive q and up to a
50% enhancement for negative q. On the other hand, in case of initial thermal abundance,
one can easily verify that the presence of the phantom term can yield an enhancement up
to three orders of magnitude.
4.3 Example for Case B within Light Sequential Dominance
To give an example for case B (i.e. an example where K1e ≪ K1µ, K1τ while ε2τ ≫ ε2µ, ε2e
and K2e ≪ K2γ), we may consider another class of sequential dominance, namely light
sequential dominance (LSD). Now, in eq. (86) and eq. (89) we have to replace δ = e and
β = µ.
In the example of LSD we will consider, using the same notation for the dominant,
subdominant and subsubdominant RH neutrinos and corresponding couplings, we have:
MRR =
MA 0 00 MC 0
0 0 MB
 . (111)
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Figure 3: Plot of R as a function of q as from the eq. (110).
The lightest RH neutrino with massMA dominates the seesaw mechanism. We have again
ordered the columns according to MRR = diag(M1,M2,M3) where M1 < M2 < M3. For
the neutrino (Dirac) Yukawa matrix we use the notation
λν =
A1 C1 B1A2 C2 B2
A3 C3 B3
 , . (112)
More specifically, let us now consider, within LSD, a variant of CSD called partially
constrained sequential dominance (PCSD) [36] where |A2| = |A3| = a and |B1| = |B2| =
|B3| = b, but A1 6= 0. In addition, we may assume C = (C1, C2, C3) with C1 = 0 and
C2/C3 = ζ ≪ 1 as a specific example. Under these conditions, and using A1 = rA2 =√
2θ13A2 defined in the previous section, we can write the neutrino Yukawa matrix as
λν =

√
2θ13a 0 b
a ζc b
−a c b
 . (113)
The flavoured effective neutrino masses m˜2α, m˜1α in this specific LSD scenario are
given by:
m˜2α =
|Cα|2v2
MC
∼ m2, m˜1α = |Aα|
2v2
MA
. (114)
For m˜1e, m˜1µ and m˜1τ we obtain explicitly
m˜1e =
|√2 θ13 a|2v2
M1
= m3 θ
2
13, m˜1µ = m˜1τ =
|a|2v2
M1
=
m3
2
. (115)
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The parameters Kiα are related to the m˜iα’s simply by Kiα = m˜iα/m
∗. Since we know
from neutrino oscillation experiments that the leptonic mixing angle θ13 is small (at least
< 10◦) we have that K1e ≪ K1µ = K1τ , i.e.
K1µ = K1τ ∼ m3
m∗
∼ 50 (116)
and
K1e
K1µ
=
K1e
K1τ
= (
√
2θ13)
2 . (117)
Consequently, the asymmetries in the τ and in the µ flavours will be almost completely
washed out by the N1 washout related to K1τ and K1µ. In the e-flavour we have weak
N1-washout.
Furthermore, using |Cα|
2v2
MC
∼ m1, we obtain at the N2 decay stage
K2τ ∼ m1
m∗
, K2µ ∼ ζ m1
m∗
≪ K2τ , and K2e = 0 , (118)
which implies
K2γ = K2µ +K2e ≪ K2τ . (119)
The N2 decay asymmetries, ignoring the contribution with N1 in the loop which is
very small for the considered case that N1 ≪ N2, are given via eq. (11) by
ε2α ≈ − 3
16πv2
M2
M3
1
B†B
Im
[
B∗α(B
†C)Cα
]
. (120)
Using B and C as specified above eq. (113) and m1 ∼ |Cα|
2v2
MC
, we obtain for the decay
asymmetries ε2α:
ε2τ ∼ − 3
16πv2
M2m2, ε2µ = ζε2τ ≪ ε2τ , ε2e = 0 . (121)
Considering eq. (86) and noting that K2e = 0 together with ε2e = 0 implies pδ = 0
we see that all terms apart from the one proportional to C
(3)
eτ are strongly suppressed
provided that ζ is sufficiently tiny (ζ ≪ r). In other words, the considered LSD scenario
provides an example for case B, a final asymmetry dominated by flavour coupling effects
at the N1 washout stage, as in eq. (89). Explicitly, we obtain for the final asymmetry
N fB−L ∼ −C(3)eτ
K1e
K1τ
ε2τ κ(K2τ ) ∼ 3C
(3)
eτ
16π
M2m2
v2
(
√
2θ13)
2κ
(m1
m∗
)
. (122)
Here one can see that
R ≃ 1 + 0.01 ζ−1
(
θ13
10◦
)2
κ(m1/m⋆)
0.3
. (123)
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This result shows quite interestingly that, if θ13 6= 0 and m1 & m⋆, one can obtain a huge
enhancement for ξ → 0, indicating that, accounting for flavour coupling, one can have an
asymmetry in a situation where one would otherwise obtain basically a zero asymmetry.
This happens because part of the tauon asymmetry, thanks to flavour coupling at the
lightest RH neutrino wash-out, escapes the wash out from the lightest RH neutrinos.
5 Conclusions
We have discussed various new flavour dependent effects in the N2-dominated scenario
of leptogenesis and have shown that these effects are important in obtaining a reliable
expression for the final asymmetry. In particular we have emphasized the importance
of the off-diagonal entries of the flavour coupling matrix that connects the total flavour
asymmetries, distributed in different particle species, to the lepton and Higgs doublet
asymmetries. We have derived analytical formulae for the final asymmetry including the
flavour coupling at the N2-decay stage, where effectively two flavours are active, as well
as at the stage of washout by the lightest RH neutrino N1 where all three flavours are
distinguished. The interplay between the production stage and the wash-out stage can
then result in a significant enhancement of the final asymmetry.
We have also described a completely new effect, “phantom leptogenesis”, where the
lightest RH neutrino wash-out is actually able to create a B − L asymmetry rather than
destroying it as usually believed. This is possible because the individual wash-out on
each flavoured asymmetry can erase cancelations among the electron and muon phantom
terms and therefore lead to a net increase of the total B − L asymmetry. In this way
the wash-out at the production is basically fully circumvented for part of the produced
electron and muon asymmetries. We also noticed however that the phantom terms also
strongly depend on the specific initial conditions since they are proportional to the initial
N2-abundance and therefore, in particular, they vanish for initial zero N2-abundance.
The changes induced by these new effects are encoded in the general “master formula”
eq. (77) for the final asymmetry that we derived from the Boltzmann equations without
approximations. Based on this equation we have identified a sufficiently generic scenario,
the “flavour swap scenario”, where we proved that a strong enhancement of the final
asymmetry due to flavour coupling and phantom terms is clearly possible. The conditions
for the flavour swap scenario correspond to have a one flavour dominated asymmetry at
the production, in the two flavour regime, and a wash-out from the lightest RH neutrinos
swapping the dominance from one flavour to the other. Flavour coupling can strongly
modify the flavour asymmetry that is subdominant at the production inducing two new
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contributions, one generated at the production and one at the lightest RH neutrino wash-
out. Then, in the flavour swap scenario, this translates into a strong modification of the
final asymmetry after the lightest RH neutrino wash-out. It is quite interesting that,
because of flavour coupling, an asymmetry is actually generated by the wash-out terms
that therefore in this case act more like wash-in terms, transmitting a departure from
thermal equilibrium from one flavour to the other. In the figures we have showed how,
once the flavour swap scenario, is realized, relevant modifications of the final asymmetry
are generically induced by flavour coupling. Depending on the values of the involved
parameters, these range from O(1) factor changes (either a reduction or an enhancement)
to an orders of magnitude enhancement.
We have illustrated these effects for two models which describe realistic neutrino
masses and mixing based on sequential dominance.
In conclusion, the off-diagonal flavour couplings as well as phantom terms can have a
significant impact on the baryon asymmetry produced by N2-dominated leptogenesis and
thus have to be included in a reliable analysis. We have derived exact analytic (and also
compact approximate) results that allow this to be achieved. The results in this paper
open up new possibilities for successful N2-dominated leptogenesis to explain the baryon
asymmetry of the universe.
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Appendix A
In this Appendix we recast eq. (77) in a more extensive way in order to illustrate a generic
feature of it. Each final α asymmetry is now the sum of three contributions,
N f∆α = V
−1
αe′′
[∑
β
Ve′′β N
T∼TL
∆β
]
e−
3pi
8
K1e′′ (A.1)
+ V −1αµ′′
[∑
β
Vµ′′β N
T∼TL
∆β
]
e−
3pi
8
K1µ′′
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+ V −1ατ ′′
[∑
β
Vτ ′′β N
T∼TL
∆β
]
e−
3pi
8
K1τ ′′ .
In the approximation K1ǫ′′ ≃ K1e, K1µ′′ ≃ K1µ, K1τ ′′ ≃ K1τ , it becomes
N f∆α ≃ V −1αe′′
[∑
β
Ve′′βN
T∼TL
∆β
]
e−
3pi
8
K1e (A.2)
+ V −1αµ′′
[∑
β
Vµ′′β N
T∼TL
∆β
]
e−
3pi
8
K1µ
+ V −1ατ ′′
[∑
β
Vτ ′′β N
T∼TL
∆β
]
e−
3pi
8
K1τ .
This expression shows how now each α asymmetry is not simply given by one term
containing a N1 wash-out exponential suppression term described by e
−3πK1α/8 but it
also contains terms that are washed out by exponentials e−3πK1δ 6=α/8. In this way, even
though K1α ≫ 1, there can still be unsuppressed contributions to N f∆α from terms with
K1δ 6=α ≪ 1. Even though these terms are weighted by factors V −1αδ containing off-diagonal
terms of the C(3) matrix, they can be dominant in some cases and therefore, in general,
they have to be accounted for.
We can also recast this last equation in even a more explicit form unpacking the second
sum as well,
N f∆α ≃ V −1αe′′
[
Ve′′eN
T∼TL
∆e
+ Ve′′µN
T∼TL
∆µ
+ Ve′′τ N
T∼TL
∆τ
]
e−
3pi
8
K1e (A.3)
+ V −1αµ′′
[
Vµ′′eN
T∼TL
∆e
+ Vµ′′µN
T∼TL
∆µ
+ Vµ′′τ N
T∼TL
∆τ
]
e−
3pi
8
K1µ
+ V −1ατ ′′
[
Vτ ′′eN
T∼TL
∆e
+ Vτ ′′µN
T∼TL
∆µ
+ Vτ ′′τ N
T∼TL
∆τ
]
e−
3pi
8
K1τ .
Appendix B
In this Appendix we show how the results on phantom leptogenesis can be also derived
within a density matrix formalism. We report results from [37], where a more general
and detailed discussion can be found. Let us recall that we treat the three stages of
N2 production at T ∼ TL, decoherence at T ⋆ ∼ 109GeV and the lightest RH neutrino
wash-out at T ∼ M1 ≪ 109GeV, as completely separate from each other. This allows a
simplification of the discussion. In order to simplify the notation, in this Appendix we
also assume that the quantum states |ℓ2〉 and |ℓ¯′2〉 do not have any tauon component, i.e.
P2τ = P¯2τ = P
0
2τ = 0 and consequently P2γ = P¯2γ = P
0
2γ = 1.
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The flavour composition of the lepton and anti-lepton quantum states can then be
written as (α = e, µ)
|ℓ2〉 = C2e |ℓe〉+ C2µ |ℓµ〉 , C2α ≡ 〈ℓα|ℓ2〉 , (B.1)
|ℓ¯′2〉 = C¯2e |ℓ¯e〉+ C¯2µ |ℓ¯µ〉 , C¯2α ≡ 〈ℓ¯α|ℓ¯′2〉 , (B.2)
where P2α = |C2α|2 and P¯2α = |C¯2α|2. At the N2-production, at T ∼ TL ≫ 109GeV, muon
charged lepton interactions are ineffective and therefore the |ℓ2〉 and |ℓ¯′2〉 quantum states
evolve coherently. In this case, in the two different bases ℓ2 − ℓ⊥2 and ℓ¯′2 − ℓ¯′⊥2 , the lepton
and anti-lepton density matrices are respectively simply given by
ρℓ2ij ≡ 〈i|ℓ2〉〈ℓ2|j〉 = diag(1, 0) and ρℓ¯
′
2
i¯j¯
≡ 〈¯i|ℓ¯′2〉〈ℓ¯′2|j¯〉 = diag(1, 0) , (B.3)
where |i〉, |j〉 = |ℓ2〉, |ℓ⊥2 〉 and |¯i〉, |j¯〉 = |ℓ¯′2〉, |ℓ¯′⊥2 〉. It is crucial to notice that, because of
the different flavour composition of |ℓ2〉 and |ℓ¯′2〉, the two bases are not CP conjugated of
each other. If we introduce the lepton number and anti-lepton number density matrices,
N ℓ2ij ≡ Nℓ2 ρℓ2ij and N ℓ¯
′
2
i¯j¯
≡ Nℓ2 ρℓ¯
′
2
i¯j¯
respectively, their evolution at T ∼ TL is given by
dN ℓ2ij
dz2
=
(
Γ2
H z2
NN2 −
ΓID2
H z2
Nℓ2
)
ρℓ2ij ,
dN
ℓ¯′2
i¯j¯
dz2
=
(
Γ¯2
H z2
NN2 −
Γ¯ID2
H z2
Nℓ¯2
)
ρ
ℓ¯′2
i¯j¯
. (B.4)
In order to obtain an equation for the total B − L asymmetry NB−L at T ≃ TL, we have
first to write these two equations in the same flavour basis for leptons and anti-leptons,
that for our objectives can be conveniently chosen to be e−µ and e¯− µ¯ respectively, and
then subtract them. Introducing the rotation operators R and Rˆ, such that |ℓ2〉 = Rˆ |e〉,
|ℓ⊥2 〉 = Rˆ |µ〉 and |ℓ¯′2〉 = ˆ¯R |e¯〉, |ℓ¯′⊥2 〉 = ˆ¯R |µ¯〉, the corresponding rotations matrices Riα and
R¯iα are
Riα =
(
C2e −C2µ
C2µ C2e
)
and R¯i¯α¯ =
(
C¯2e −C¯2µ
C¯2µ C¯2e
)
(B.5)
for leptons and anti-leptons respectively. In the lepton flavour basis one can finally write
the equation for the B − L asymmetry density matrix
dNB−Lαβ
dz2
= R¯†
α¯i¯
dN ℓ¯2
i¯j¯
dz2
R¯j¯β¯ −R†αi
dN ℓ2ij
dz2
Rjβ . (B.6)
For the relevant diagonal components one finds
dNB−Lee
dz2
= ε2eD2 (NN2 −N eqN2)− P 02eW2NB−L , (B.7)
dNB−Lµµ
dz2
= ε2µD2 (NN2 −N eqN2)− P 02µW2NB−L . (B.8)
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Summing these two equations, one finds the usual equation for the total B−L asymmetry
NB−L = Tr[N
B−L
αβ ],
dNB−L
dz2
= ε2D2 (NN2 −N eqN2)−W2NB−L , (B.9)
that is washed-out at the production. On the other hand, from the two eqs. (B.7) and
(B.8), one also obtains
1
P 02e
dNB−Lee
dz2
− 1
P 02µ
dNB−Lµµ
dz2
= −∆P
0
2e
2
(
1
P 02e
+
1
P 02µ
)
D2 (NN2 −N eqN2) (B.10)
and from this finally
NB−Lee (T ≃ TL) = P 02eNT≃TLB−L −
∆P2e
2
N inN2 , N
B−L
µµ (T ≃ TL) ≃ P 02µNT≃TLB−L +
∆P2e
2
N inN2 .
(B.11)
If we assume that NB−L is so strongly washed-out that the terms ∝ NT≃TLB−L can be
neglected, one has NB−Lee (T ≃ TL) ≃ −(∆P2e/2)N inN2 ≃ −NB−Lµµ (T ≃ TL). At this
stage the electron and muon asymmetries are not measured and cannot have any physical
consequence.
However afterwards, at T ∼ T ⋆ = 109GeV, the coherence of the lepton quantum states
is broken by the muon lepton interactions and the electron and muon asymmetries are
measured by the thermal bath. One can show that the charged lepton interactions give rise
to additional terms in the eq. (B.6) [18] that have the effect to damp the off-diagonal terms
in NB−Lαβ . The electron and muon asymmetries are reprocessed by sphaleron processes and
they correspond to ∆e and ∆µ asymmetries, N
TL
∆e
= NB−Lee , N
TL
∆µ
= NB−Lµµ that are now
measured by the thermal bath. Nevertheless, at T ∼ T ⋆ and down to T & M1, they still
do not give any contribution to the baryon asymmetry (in this sense they are phantom)
since they still cancel with each other. However, after the N1-wash out at T . M1, one
finally has
N fB−L ≃ −
∆P2e
2
N inN2 e
− 3pi
8
K1e +
∆P2e
2
N inN2 e
− 3pi
8
K1µ (B.12)
that is nothing else than the eq. (67) specialized to the case P 02γ = ε2τ = κ(K2γ) = 0 (it
is just a simple exercise to include a tauon component re-obtaining exactly the eq. (67)).
Finally if, for example, one assumes K1e . 1 and K1µ ≫ 1 , then N fB−L ≃ N f∆e ≃
−∆P2eN inN2 : the unwashed phantom term gets finally imprinted into the final asymmetry.
It is worth to notice again that phantom leptogenesis has the attractive feature to provide
a way to circumvent completely the wash-out at the production but, on the other hand,
it also has the drawback that the final asymmetry strongly depends on the initial N2
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abundance. Therefore, we have shown how phantom leptogenesis can be also described
within a density matrix formalism reproducing the results obtained in the main text in the
Boltzmann formalism. The actual practical advantage of the density matrix formalism is
that it allows to extend the description beyond the limit where the three stages are fully
separated, in a way that the final asymmetry can be calculated for a generic choice of
the RH neutrino masses [37]. Notice that these results extend those obtained in [18, 38]
within N1 leptogenesis, to the case where more heavy neutrino flavours contribute to the
final asymmetry. In [18, 38] the lepton and anti-lepton density matrices were assumed to
be diagonalizable in bases that are CP conjugated of each other and in this case phantom
terms cannot be derived. However, within N1 leptogenesis, this does not affect the final
asymmetry since phantom terms cancel anyway.
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